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ABSTRACT 

 

 In the highly Competitive and demanding Global Automotive Industry, it is necessary 

to ensure High Quality, Low Cost & Quick to market, in any Product or Service being offered. 

It is obvious that major portion of these elements is embedded and controlled in Design and 

Development stage. This paper explains why it is not possible to optimize all objectives 

simultaneously due to the strong Inter-relationships between each objective. Also it goes 

further it detail to offer an systematic and Data driven approach, to help Trade-off decisions. 

Keywords: NPD, Rapid Product Development, Cash-flow constraints, Optimization, Trade-

off decisions, Profitability analysis 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

In the past decade or so, every Top Management and Project manager in Automotive 

Industry, have given more emphasis to optimize Quality, Cost & Timeline during New 

Product Development. This requirement or the urge has stem from the concept of Quick to 

Market, with a better Quality and at Right Cost. Also this is being considered as Need of the 

Hour, to stay alive and competitive in Global market. In an attempt to accomplish this 

ambitious target, various tools and approaches were tried and adopted by companies spread 

across the globe. 

 Though we intend to optimize simultaneously Quality (Q), Cost (C) and Development 

Time (T) by tweaking the way a Product is designed and developed, is it really possible to 

optimize all at a time?  The answer seems clear “No”. The reason is all these 3 elements are 
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strongly inter-associated, hence often we end-up in a situation where we will be forced to go 

for a Trade-off. On the other Hand this Inter-relationship is specific to Company or Product 

or even the Project. Hence it is practically not possible to generalize the Optimization model.  

 However if we have a Systematic Analytical approach to assess and Quantify Inter-

relationship, it would be really useful to apply in during any Trade-off decision making 

process [1]. The subsequent chapters will explain one of such methods in detail, covering 

Key objectives of New Development Projects, explanation of each objective and methods to 

arrive a Model specific to each Project considering all objectives. 

 

2.0 KEY OBJECTIVES OF NEW DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

 

Typically any Development Projects will have following five key Objectives; 

 

Fig 1: Key Objectives or Targets of Development Project [2] 

 

 

 
 

 

The first objective, “Market Introduction Date” means the date at which Product is 

available for sale to an End customer. This also implies that the Project Development phase is 

completed and the Final Product goes in to Mass production. Basically the Duration between 

Start of Project and Market Introduction Date is commonly known as “Development Lead 

time”, also referred as “T” in this Paper. Typically Automotive Development lead time is the 

duration comprising of phases namely; Planning, Product Design & Development, Process 

Design & Development and Product & Process Validation [3] 
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Fig 2: Typical Automotive Development Phases 

 

 
 

 The second objective, “Cost” also called as “C” is the Unit cost of a Product. 

Normally Unit Product cost is arrived based on Development cost, Direct Material, Direct 

labour, Conversion cost, Depreciation & Overheads [4]. In the recent past, Automotive 

suppliers prefers to charge their Development Cost to Vehicle manufacturers Up-front. On 

the other hand, vehicle manufacturers want to pay it on Part price amortized over a period of 

time. This will help vehicle manufactures to avoid up-front payment and thus controlling the 

Cash outflow during the Development stage of a Product. Following table can briefly 

summarize key elements of Product Cost; 

 

Table 1: Elements of Product Cost 

 

Development Cost 
Design & development cost of both In-house and Suppliers, 

amortized over a period of time (Or volume) 

Material Cost 

Further classified as Direct & In-direct material.  

Material that can become part of a certain manufactured 

product is called as Direct Material [5]. Example: Casting 

used in Engine 

In-direct material is not a part of Product, but essential to 

make the final Product [5]. Example: Oil used in machineries 

Labour 

Further classified in to Direct & In-direct Labour [5] 

Direct labor - Employees who directly work on Product 

manufacturing line 

Indirect labour – Involved in Inspection, maintenance 

Overheads Cost of Supervision, Maintenance, Insurance, etc., 

Depreciation Depreciation of Fixed Assets [6] 
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 The third objective, Development Cost is normally one-time cost incurred for 

Development expenses. Money spent on Manpower, Prototype, Testing, Projects specific 

Investments on machineries, Equipment’s are included in Development Cost. In some 

projects, Investments are excluded from Development Cost and considered as Long-term 

strategic Investment. For example Car manufacturer entering in to a new country’s market 

needs huge investment for their Manufacturing plant and Service network. All these expenses 

cannot be loaded as Development cost of the 1
st
 project, as these facilities would be used 

even for upcoming projects. Hence only the Investments specific to a project, can be 

considered as a part of Development Cost. Below table can explain the typical elements in 

Project Development Cost, taking an example of Passenger Car; 

 

Table 2: Typical Elements of Project Development Cost [7] 

 

Content  

(In-house & at Suppliers) 
Brief Explanation 

P
ro

d
u

c
t 

Workforce 
Cost of workforce used for Product Design, 

Development, Testing, Trials, etc., 

Design & Validation Cost of Design, Digital & Physical tests 

Prototypes 
Cost of Proto parts, Engines & vehicles that 

will be used for physical testing of Design 

Tuning & Certification 

Cost of Software, Tuning Development and 

Certification costs as a part of Regulatory 

requirements 

P
ro

ce
ss

 

Workforce 
Cost of workforce used for Process Design, 

Facility Installation, Testing, Trials, etc., 

Design & Validation Cost of Design, Digital & Physical tests 

Investments 
Cost of Machinery, Tools, Equipments that are 

specific to the Project 

Launch 

Cost of Production trials, Lower Efficiency 

during initial days of production, Training cost, 

etc., 

 

 The fourth objective, “Cash flow constraints in Organization” is very essential 

considering recent Global Economic crisis. Though every company would be interested to 

invest in new projects to capture new market, it is necessary to weigh company’s Cash flow 

constraints, so as to secure long term objectives of the company. For example, considering 

Company’s financial situation and Global Economic situations, Top management may ask the 

team to avoid any Cash Outflow during the year. Now it’s a tough target to the team, to work 

on the strategy to delay the Cash outflow means possible impact of Development time and 

Time to Market [7] 

Preferably Quality and Reliability has to be taken out of Optimization scope. The 

reason being, this is already included and hidden within other four elements. For example, 

Rework in the Development stage will increase Development cost and Introduction date. Low 

manufacturing yield will increase Product cost. Warranty cost arising out of Poor Reliability 

will show-up in Product cost, thus affecting Profit. Also today Quality & Reliability is 
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considered as a “Must” for any product. Under the stiff competition in any Industry, it is not 

viable to put Quality as one of the elements to Trade-off. Hence further chapters in this paper 

will not treat “Quality & Reliability” as a separate objective by itself. 

 

3.0 INTER-RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OBJECTIVES & POSSIBLE TRADE-OFFs 

 

 Once we remove Quality & Reliability from the New Development projects’ 

Objectives, for the purpose of Trade-off study, we will have 4 key objectives which are 

strongly inter-linked with each other. The same can be pictorially explained as below. Note 

that the magnitude of relationship varies Project to Project. 

 

Fig 3: Key Objectives & Trade-off Options in Development Projects [1] 

 

 
 

 

 You can see in Fig 3 that there are six Trade-offs between four Key Development 

objectives. This concept of Trade-off is important because Development projects have 

multiple objectives which must be balanced. In practice, we usually cannot achieve the 

earliest possible Introduction and the lowest possible Unit cost at the same time [7]. We will 

discuss few examples to understand how the movement of one objective on positive or 

negative side, impacts the other objectives. 

 By utilizing Innovative Development processes like Early Supplier Involvement, we 

may be able to optimize the Development time and ensure Design for Manufacturability 

which can help us later stage of Development [8]. But it will have an impact on Cash Outflow, 

as Company has to pay to supplier in Advanced stage of Development which otherwise 

comes at later half of Development. By following the concept of Value Engineering, we may 

be able to achieve better Product Cost in the Development stage itself, however it may not be 

possible to stick on to the same Development lead time, thus increasing the Development cost 

and affecting the Market Introduction time as well.  

 Development lead time can be shortened by enhancing the overlap the Product and 

Process Design [9]. This will allow the Product design to take vital inputs from Process 

design, similarly Process Design period can be shortened thus helping us to optimize Market 
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Introduction date [10]. Usually this approach can increase the Development cost due to usage 

of more resources at the same time and additional verifications to ensure effective Product-

Process interface. 

 By strong negotiation a manufacturer may succeed in convincing the supplier to pay 

Development Cost amortized on Product price over a period of time. This will help the 

company to optimize the Development Cost and reduce Cash outflow during the development 

phase. However this will obviously increase the Product unit cost. 

Thus the necessity of Trade-off in Optimization of Development objectives can be 

explained with many more situations and examples. 

 

4.0 PIVOT POINT FOR TRADE-OFF DECISION – PROFITABILITY 

 
As we have seen above there are many Trade-off options to choose but how to decide 

the Trade-off? One way can be, to decide the Trade-off considering Company’s or Projects’ 

objective, taking in to account of current situation. But normally this is short term or Specific 

objective. To keep in mind the Long term Objective of any Business, we need a Pivot point 

on which the Trade-off can be studied. “Profitability” is that Pivot point which can also act as 

a criterion to decide on Trade-off options [11] 

Profitability is too generic in terms of definition, hence we shall consider following 

Metrics, to assess the profitability. However the Rules of minimum level of this metrics 

varies company to Company and Project to Project. 

 

4.1 Profitability Index 
Profitability Index is the Present value of a Project’s future Cash flows divided by 

Initial Investments. It can be expressed as; 

                    �� �  
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                          (1) 

 

PI is very closely related to NPV (Net Present Value). Whenever NPV is positive, PI 

will be greater than 1 and conversely when NPV is negative PI will be less than 1. Normally 

the Investment decision rule is [5] 

Invest if PI >1 [12]. Some companies follow 1.2 as minimum criteria 

 

4.2 Payback Period 

Payback period is usually expressed in years. Start by calculating Net cash flow for 

each year. Net Cashflow for Year 1 = Cashflow year 1 – Cash outflow year 1. Then 

cumulative Cash flow = (Net Cashflow year 1 + Net Cashflow Year 2+etc.,). Accumulate by 

year until cumulative Cashflow is positive, that year is the Payabck year It can also be 

calculated using the formula [13] 

                                 �������  !"#$% � & ' () *  � (+                                   (2)  

Where; 

p = Value of cash flow at which the first positive value of cumulative cash flow occurs 

n = Value of cash flow at which the last negative value of cumulative cash flow occurs        

 (+  = Number of years after the Initial investment at which the last negative value of 

cumulative cash flow occurs 

Since, Payback period doesn’t take in to account “Time value of Money” another 

metric used is “Discounted Payback period” 

Criteria for Payback period varies company to Company, from 1 year to 3 years 
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4.3 Net Present Value – NPV 
NPV can be described as the “Difference amount” between the sums of discounted

Cash inflows and Cash outflows. It 

value of money to the future, taking inflation and returns in to account

using the following formula [13]

 

 

 

 

Where; 

t = the time of the Cash flow 

i = the discount rate (the rate of return that could be earned on an investment

markets with similar risk) the opportunity cost of capital

 = the net cash flow ie, cash inflow

 

4.4 Example to explain a Development Projects’ 

 

Figure 

 

 

Typically any Development project’s 

NPV & Payback period using the 

as shown in above example will 

Profitability set by the specific Project
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NPV can be described as the “Difference amount” between the sums of discounted

Cash inflows and Cash outflows. It compares the present value of money today to the present 

value of money to the future, taking inflation and returns in to account. It can be expressed 

] 

e of return that could be earned on an investment in 

markets with similar risk) the opportunity cost of capital 

= the net cash flow ie, cash inflow-cash flow, at time t 

a Development Projects’ Cash flow & Profitability: 

Figure 4: Cash flow analysis 

 

Typically any Development project’s Profitability can be assessed by calculating PI, 

NPV & Payback period using the formulas. And graphical representation of Cash

as shown in above example will help to assess the Trade-off, subject to the 

Profitability set by the specific Project. 

International Journal of Mechanical Engineering Research and Development (IJMERD) ISSN 

(2013) 

NPV can be described as the “Difference amount” between the sums of discounted 

compares the present value of money today to the present 

. It can be expressed 

in the financial 

 

 

can be assessed by calculating PI, 

. And graphical representation of Cash flows [14] 

subject to the limits of 
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5.0 CONCLUSION 

 
The approach used in this paper can be universally used for any project. However 

Trade-off model has to be developed for each Project, as the priority of objective cannot be 

kept same for each project, it is Project Specific. 

Any Trade-off decisions have to be data driven; consciously taking in to account 

Company/Project specific rules on Profitability level which is normally influenced by 

company’s strategy on specific Project. Also it is essential to have keen watch on the market 

to understand the Technology trends, Fluctuation in market size (Volume), before any 

Investment decision 

The success of Optimization lies in minimizing the trade-off effect by Innovative 

Development Processes 
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